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AEROGEL FOR IDP CAPTURE: LESSONS LEARNED. K. Nishioka, SETI Institute; T. Bunch, 
Mark Fonda, NASAIAmes Research Center; J.T. Ryder, J. Wittenauer, Lockheed Martin Corporation 

Abstract. The use of aerogel for capturing interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and space debris has been studied, 
developed, and seen limited use, but the available literature lacks detail of the potential difficulties that could be 
encountered in the manufacturing and use of aerogel in such instruments. Thus, recent lessons learned are described 
here and are applicable in the use of ultra-pure aerogel, and may also be applied to nominal aerogel. These lessons 
learned are the results of manufacturing aerogel and assembling IDP capture cells for collaborative flight experiments 
with the University of Paris' Institute of Astrophysical Sciences (IAS) as part of their COMRADE experiment on 
Mir. Ultra-pure aerogel was found to be reactive with several common materials which are used in its manufacture 
and instrument integration processes. For the manufacture of aerogel, choice of the mold material and its finish is 
important to the successful extraction and use of aerogel. In early extraction attempts, extraction molds made of 
alurninum were tried but the aerogel precursors reacted with and destroyed the aluminum molds during the extraction 
process. Thus, the initial plans to extract aerogel in alurninum molds sized to the flight capture cells were not 
successful. In the instrument integration process, as the aerogel was pressed into its capture cell by a glass platen 
the aerogel bonded with the glass and even with platinum, workarounds were necessary. These and other problems 
are described herein. 

Background. Aerogel as an orbital capture media for interplanetary dust particles and space debris was used in the 
Timeband Capture Cell Experiment (TICCE) aboard the European Remevable Carrier (EURECA) and in Getaway 
Special (GAS) flights by Peter Tsou at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Fredrich Horz is using aerogel in his Orbital 
Debris Collector (ODC) experiment on the Passive Experiment Camer (PEC) aboard the Piroda module scheduled for 
launch to Mir in March of 1996. The lessons learned described here were experienced during assembly of IDP 
capture cells for collaborative flight experiments between Ames Research Center (ARC), University of Paris' IAS, 
SETI Institute (SETI) and Lockheed Martin Corporation (LMC) to capture orbital IDPs. The collaboration is part 
of IAS' COMRADE experiment on the European Science Exposure Facility (ESEF) attached to the Mir space 
station as part of the European Space Agency's EuroMir '95 program. An agreement between IAS and ARC was 
reached in January 1995, flight tested modules were delivered to IAS in April, 1995., they were system tested in May 
by IAS and delivered to Russia in August. The experiment was launched in September, 1995 and is scheduled for 
recovery in March of 1996. Several key problems that could have been show-stoppers to successful delivery of the 
capture modules are described, along with their solutions or workarounds. 

Lessons Learned. The lessons learned are indicative that current knowledge(l) of aerogel is limited. Solutions to 
or explanations for the problems here are not available in current literature. These solutions or explanations are not 
rigorous but practical ones, and were put forth by those "experts" working on aerogel at LMC, SETI, and ARC. 
Much will be gained by rigorous future studies towards understanding the chemical and physical behavior of aerogel 
so that surprises such as those encountered here need not reoccur in the future. This paper is presented to share and 
alert others who are planning to use aerogel, as in the case of the Discovery Mission "Stardust", of potential pitfalls. 

Schedule: Probably the easiest identifiable problem faced was the short, success oriented schedule spanning only 
three months from collaboration agreement in January, 1995 to delivery of completed experiment modules the end of 
March 1995 (actual delivery date slipped to April 17, 1995). Key tasks were to 1)identify tasks and develop a 
schedule, 2)develop mission, system, and design specifications, 3)design and fabricate aerogel capture cells, 
4)manufacture, and integrate aerogel into the capture cells (module), 5)obtain shipping authorization from the 
Department of Commerce, 6) vibration and outgassing qualification testing and 7)packaging and shipping. 

Aerogel canture cell: Agreement on the final dimensions (5.06 cm wide by 9.48 cm long and 1.7 cm deep) of the 
capture cell occurred in real time at a face to face meeting with the IAS Project Manager on February 7, 1995. This 
was not an issue in itself, but because of the short schedule, it caused unnecessary stress to the team. 

~&orrel manufacturing: With the dimensions of the capture cell defined, molds for extracting aerogel were designed 
and fabricated from aluminum to the same dimensions as the capture cell so that the manufactured aerogel could be 
placed in the cells without shaping. To everyone's surprise, much of the aluminum molds literally disintegrated into 
dark gray dust although some areas of the molds showed no signs of corrosion-aluminum has been successfully 
used as molds in the past(2). Apparently, if the aluminum surface is passivated or allowed to oxidize after 
machining, it may not react during the aerogel extraction phase. A short study showed that stainless steel, titanium, 
tantalum, nickel, or Pyrex are all good candidate mold materials. Stainless steel was chosen and oversized extraction 
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molds were used and the extracted oversized aerogel was shaped to fit the capture cell. Harvest from these molds was 
poor with several shallow cracks occumng at the stainless steel mold weld interface. These cracks were later 
attributed to the sharp comers and surface finish of the stainless steel mold. Later testing indicated that surface finish 
should be 15 micro inches or better. In shaping the aerogel, the initial cuts with a bandsaw were generally 
successful but the second and third cuts to round the comers resulted in some cracking. Further shaping with 400 
grit emery paper were generally successful. Cracking during shaping was mostly due to handling but speculation is 
that extraction and initial cut residual stresses may have contributed. A solution would be to minimize cutting and 
sanding through innovative capture cell designs. 

Interntion of aerogel with capture cell/modules: Shaped aerogel was bonded into the capture cell using "woods 
metal" composed of 55.5% lead, 40.5% tin, and 4.0% bismuth, customizing the melting point for this application at 
198 degrees centigrade. Aerogel was pressed into the cell containing molten "woods metal" so that the metal flowed 
up between the aerogel and cell walls to encapsulate 5 sides of the aerogel. The integration plan called for the use of 
a glass platen to provide full contact with the aerogel as it is pressed down into the cell, but when this was attempted 
the aerogel bonded with the glass platen. This should not have happened based on historical experience, as glass 
molds have been used to extract aerogel(*). Not having time to experiment, and deducing that the bonding resulted 
from silicon dioxide in the platen and aerogel, platinum foil was wrapped around the platen, but it also bonded to the 
aerogel. This created some concern but, after several discussions, it was agreed that some surface artifacts would 
have to be accepted and a platen of three quartz rods longitudinally oriented was used, resulting in three longitudinal 
artifacts about half a centimeter wide marring the aerogel surface. The bonding issue for aerogel needs to be resolved; 
whether it results from ultra-purity and/or from the outgassing/purification thermal baking treatment. 

Handling: To maintain the requirement that the aerogel be kept pristine from the absorption/adsorption of organic 
contaminants, its handling must adhere to strict procedures. In this hurry-up environment, it was found that a 
simple lapse-placement of some aerogel test coupons on aluminum foils-resulted in organic contamination from 
the small amount of residual oil on the foil from its manufacturing process. During the integration process, some 
aerogel and test coupons were placed in a chemical hood with uncapped bottles of acetone and methyl ethyl ketone 
(MEK) used for cleansing the glass platen, platinum, and quartz rods, no special care being exercised to keep 
evaporative fumes from the bottles away from the aerogel. Analysis of the aerogel test coupons showed higher than 
normal levels of acetone and MEK indicatingpossible absorption of acetone and MEK from the hood atmosphere. 

Validation of Aerogel Robustness, 

Vibration testing: The modules were flight qualified per the vibration test requirements specified in the EuroMir '95 

Qualification ~ e ~ o r t ( ~ ) .  The only anomaly encountered was a longitudinal crack resulting from the 3500 seconds 
random vibration with levels of 100 g's X, 50 g's Y and Z for 20-30 milliseconds duration using semi-sinusoidal 
loading, applied once in each axis except for the X-axis, but since this crack did not progress and the module went on 
to successfully complete all vibration tests. The aerogel survived intact as a unit with no separation from the 
module. 

Shi~ping: As expected, the modules survived shipping from Moffett Field, California to Paris, France without 
problems. The modules were bubble wrapped, placed in a cylindrical aluminum container and covered and sealed. 
The container was placed in a plywood box with foam to eliminate movement and shipped via Federal Express. 

Ground handlin~ launch, and deployment: No problems were encountered with the integration of the modules into- 
COMRADE or in its system test, launch with SPEKTR in September 1995, and deployment on MirISPEKTR in 
September 1995. 

Future: Recovery is planned for March 1996 and eagerly awaited. 
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